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Pros observation and experience both as a student and
as an assistant at Ewha Woman's University In Seoul, Korea,
the need for an adequate presentation of Christian education
was deeply sensed. The purpose and intention in this study
was to consider ways and means of meeting that need.
I. THE PROBISM
Statement of the problem. In Ewha Woman's University
one encounters two problems in the teaching of the Christian
faith: (1) the lack of time given to the subject since only
eight hours of religion are required} (2) the vastly differ
ent religious backgrounds of students In the same class .
Justification of the problem. The purpose of the
study was to project certain basic emphases in the teaching
of religion at Ewha woman's University.
Importance of the study. The teaching of religion is
not merely a presentation of an abstract body of knowledge
or a system, or technique, for It centers in the needs and
problems of life. Christian education is vitally related to
the life of the individual as well as to the well being of
society. Therefore, ufoan Christianity is taught effectively
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and properly, the Instruction becomes vital to the individual,
arousing his interest, and enabling him to have his life
transformed by the Spirit of God. His life can be motivated
by a desire such as he has never before experienced. As this
results, he experiences joy in dedicating his Whole life to
the service of the Great Creator, Saviour, and Lord.
II. D2?INITI0NS OP TERMS USED
^wha Woman* University. This great educational
institution In Korea is known as a Christian university. As
a university, it has many different colleges and offers
subjects in many fields, but in whatever field a student
majors, the underlying purpose of education at Ewha is to
help her first to become a good Christian and then to guide
her in order that her life may bear the fruit of the Holy
Spirit fully and beautifully wherever she lives. Therein
lies the significance of offering Christian education to the
students of Ewha Womans University throughout her four years
of college life.
Curriculum in Religious Education. Religious education
at Ewha Womans University has meant, in general, Biblical
studies consisting of a course in New Testament study for
Freshmen, Old Testament study for Sophomores; Christian ethios
for Juniors, and Christian education for Seniors. In these
courses, Old Testament, New Testament, Christian ethics, and
3
Christian education, certain great truths must be emphasized.
III. ORGANIZATION OP THESIS
Plan. First, Biblical studies. In Chapter II is
shown the necessity of inculcating a right idea of God, by
comparing the traditional ideas of Cod in Korea with the
teachings of Jesus. In Chapter III are shown various views
of the nature of man with emphasis upon the Christian view.
Chapter IV presents the procedure by which man can arrive at
his soul's salvation.
Second, Christian ethics* In Chapter V the problems
in Korea today are viewed as they compare with Jesus' concept
of the Kingdom of God as treated in Chapter VI. In Chapter
VII, the ideals of the Kingdom of God are related to the
Christian way of life.
Third, Christian education. The characteristics of
the Korean people and the best methods of teaching them are
studied In Chapter VIII. Chapter IX gives the summary and
conclusions of the study.
Methods of Procedure. Besides bibliographical research
which included Korean magazine articles, questionnaires were
sent to the professors and students in Ewha Womasfe University.
CHAPTER II
THE TRADITIONAL IDEAS OP GOD IN KOREA
The ooncept of God must he given special consideration
la any basic discussion of religious education. Therefore,
the various ideas of God conceived by the Korean smst be
studied from a traditional standpoint in order to guide the
student Into the right concept of God. A people's idea of
God is definitely revealed by the quality and character of
the religion practiced by them.
Generally speaking, there have been several different
types of religions in Korea, such as polytheism, Confucianism,
Buddhism, and more recently, Christisaity. These religions
will be observed and considered respectively.
Polytheism. This Is the doctrine of the plurality of
gods or spirits as propagated in Korea.
In the first century B.C. the people of Kokoral were
worshiping Heaven as were their ancestors, the people of Puyu.
It is interesting to note how this idea of worshiping
Heaven developed in the history of Korea. The legendary king,
Tangun, was said to have reigned in Korea in 2332 B.C. Tradi
tion had it that there was one divine being named Wanin, the
creator. He had with him one other being, called Whanung,
who asked and received permission to come down into this
world. Finding difficulty, however, in governing the world
as a spirit, he desired incarnation. Seeing a beautiful
woman, who because of self-denial, had been lifted by miracu
lous power from the condition of an animal to humanity, he
breathed upon her, and she conoeived and gave birth to Tangun,
who became the first king of Korea. At Mount Marl Tangun
ereeted an altar and worshipped Wan in, the oreator.
This was the origin of a primitive religion and with
it came the belief in a Heaven, its providence, and over
ruling power. Later people began to believe in other deities
but always gave the first plaee to Hananim which is translated
the Honorable Heaven or the Lord of Heaven. They also be
lieved that he controlled all things.1
It was typical for the Korean to personify nature and
thus his gods arose from nature worship. The underlying
geographical influences of Korea upon this thought of nature
worship becomes very interesting. Korea is well known as an
agricultural country. Through the native's experience of
working with soils and weather, he came to recognize a
mysterious controlling power in nature, especially so, when
rain was needed so desperately for growth of crops. This
fact gradually led him to believe that every natural phenom
enon had its specific deity, and every day evils were caused
by an angry or unsatisfied god. Almost every disease known
(New York! The MacMillan Company, 1910), pp. 103-111."
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In the land was thought to ha caused by some god. Of their
Polytheism one has said:
Often the traveller will come across a heap of small
stones beside the road, and a stunted tree, on Which are
hung rags, locks of hair, strips of coloured cloth,
pieces of money, and a great variety of useless articles.
Such a place may be found in the plains, but it is much
more likely to be near the top of a pass, between two
valleys. These sacred places are not dedicated to any
particular spirit, but to any or all of the local deities.
The traveller picks up a stone, and throws it on the pile.
This is his prayer for success on his journey. If he has
reason to fear that the 'good fortune snake' is not pro
pitious, he will spit on the stone pile. A man who la
going to the neighbouring market with his bundle of wares
to sell, may stop and tie a one-cash piece to the branch
of the tree 'just for luck.'2
The names of these spirits are Innumerable and they
have a haunting influence on the people in their daily life
who try to do their best to avoid the wrath of the gods and
to win their favor.
Pear of the gods led then to seek a way of escape from
these evils* Religions dominated by diviners, or Pansus in
Korean, and sorceresses, Mutangs in Korean, were introduced
to the people just at the time of their great need for
deliverances from the terrors of polytheism. Divination and
exorcism became so common, that these terms have been the
ones most generally applied to the typical religions in Korea.
They play an important part in every day life and constitute
such religions as Shamanism.
Ibid., p. 113.
The word "Shaman" is a Persian word, meaning "an
idolater," but has become more particularly restricted to
those who, in a peculiar way, profess that by the use of
fetiches, charms, and other supposed means of influence
over spirits and demons, they can cure diseases and avert
impending disaster* They are sometimes called devil-
doctors, and the terra "Shamanism" has come to be applied
to the system which especially is restricted to these
practices .3
How can divination and exorcism actually help people
to escape from their daily life of anxiety, uncertainty, and
fear?
Psnsu is a decider or a fortune-teller and can tell
the future. He Is also able to show the outcome of certain
lines Of aetion and is able to discern the methods snd the
very thoughts and intents of the gods. At times he is even
able to obtain directions from the superior gods.
The Mutang is always a woman. These women become
interpreters of some deity. They claim to ascertain the
wishes of the gods and to be able to suggest a ransom freeing
those who pay from torments and misfortune.
Generally the divination of a Psnsu is thought to be
more scientific and more respected than that of the Mutang,
The former is more often consulted, and even the more educated
and better enlightened people rely upon the judgment and aid
of a Pansu. He is consulted concerning enterprises to be
undertaken, and he prescribes the means by which success may
8
be obtained*
These various concepts of the gods of Korea colored
the religious mind of the people* They were a very religious
people, but lack of Christian instruction resulted In the
wrong idea of Cod. Therefore, Christian education in this
day becomes a tremendously vital task* The word, "Super*
stition, " in Chinese, means to be led astray* In Christian
education must be sought the proper approach to religious
minds blinded by Ignorance in order to lead the Korean people
into a right relationship with the only One Supreme God who
loves and cares for all mankind.
Confucianism. Confucianism has been known in Korea
for the past two thousand years and is one of the religions
of that land. Confucianism contributed much in the way of
higher standards of ethics and quality of literature which
led to its official preferment.
During the past one hundred years western culture
imported into the country has caused the dominant influence
of Confucianism to decline. This fact is especially evident
since World War II and the Korean Conflict. Still,
Confucianism is rooted in Korean culture and may be seen in
every phase of life in Korea. Therefore, a knowledge of this
Confucian background is necessary In order to understand the
religious situation in Korea.
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Confucianism had its origin in China and is based on
the teachings of its founder. Confucius. He held that man
is by nature perfect and virtuous and set up a code of high
ethical standards and rules to be practiced daily for the
peace of the individual and prosperity of the country.
Confucius sought to have his system adopted generally
but did not succeed. Its ethics and standards were too high
for common people to live by. Only a special class of people
could conform. Hence, this religion brought class distinction
in society, and intensified the ambition of people to acquire
official position. It is true that the founders of the
earliest dynasties of China were great and good men, but it
is equally true that the majority of princes of even these
model dynasties abused their power. It seems that the idea
of reforming society through the reformation of each
individual of the masses had never crossed their minds.
Confucianism became the bane of the country. Said Confucius
in melancholy realization of his failure, "No intelligent
monarch arises ; there is not one in the Empire that will make
me his master. My time is come to die."^
Korea was finally domina ted by Confucianism however,
and it is generally conceded that Korea is the nation of
Confucianism, but of it a Korean gentleman of high education
10
said i
A system of ethics yielding the fruit of agnosticism,
selfishness, arrogance, despotism, degradation of woman,
can not be pronounced a good one* If other countries can
make a better use of it, Korea is, or ought to be, r
willing enough to part with it�the sooner, the better.-1
Buddhism. Buddhism was brought to Korea from China by
the Chinese monk Sundo from the Kingdom of Koguryu, in the
year 372 A.D, This religion did not have any direct
influence on the history of Korea, but it can be said with
out hesitation that it contributed greatly to Its culture.
This new religion was willingly received by the people be
cause Buddhism, adapting itself to existing conditions
permitted the worship of Hananlm as supreme, recognised all
native deities, and aimed to provide what was lacking for the
spiritual needs of the people.
Buddha was born about $00 B.C. in a city to the north
of Benares In India and left home searching diligently to
discover the secret of peace of mind and absolute release
from the woes of life. Finally he recognised that the great
difficulty in finding peace is "dasire,M and that this must
be overcome. He believed that personal desire can be
extinguished through Inward culture and constant meditation.
This is the beginning of the Buddahhood. The four great
truths of Buddah are as follows* (1) existence is misery,
^ lb id., p. 171.
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(2) desire Is Its cause, (3) the great discovery of conquering
desire, and (Jj.) the tray to this desired end; right faith In
Buddha's doetrine, becoming a monk, reciting Buddha's laws,
begging alms, suppression of self, right meditation, and
right thoughts.
Followers of Buddha became meditative rather than
practical, pessimistic rather than optimistic, and inhibited
rather than expressive.
Buddha's wonderful life of renunciation and self-
sacrifice, the remarkable system of morality which he built
upon the fundamental thought of the annihilation of desire,
the extinction of lust, the theory that salvation from misery
it attainable only by entrance into the priesthood, are the
main reasons for the remarkable success of Buddhism in Korea.
He was so admired, respected, and honored that after
his death, images were made of him and the people began to
worship them, hence the religion became idolatry*
Thus far, it has boon sheen how primitive polytheism,
Confucianism, and Buddhism, have all fallen short in present*
ing the ri ht idea of Cod.
Christianity. On September 20, 1881^, the first
missionary was sent to Korea by the Presbyterian Mission
Board In America. Thus, the seed of Christianity was dropped
Ibid., pp. 1314.-210.
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Into the aoil of the various religious backgrounds which were
still existing in Korea* The seed germinated in Seoul where
many high class people were living in those days, particularly
those who had a definite background of Confucianism in their
religion. Christians were despised by them and only the
lower class people followed the missionaries. But the new
religion grew very fast under hard circumstances and met with
a great measure of success* During seventy-five years of
mission work* the membership of the Christian church has
increased in large numbers. Today there are over one million
Christians in Korea.
The following factors have contributed mainly to the
great success of Christian missions: (1) the great revival
of 1916, (2) the existing religions were not sufficient to
possess the minds of religious people. The Korean people
held fast their faith in the supremacy of Heaven and Hananim
and probably this is another reason why they accepted
Christianity with such phenomenal readiness. Even now, they
address the Cod of Christ as Hananim, the name which they
called the supreme Cod in ancient time.
Throughout all generations, the minds and hearts of
all people have hungered and thirsted to know the true and
living Cod. Christ revealed Cod in His fulness. Cod in
visible presence stepped into human history in the incarnation
of Christ,
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In Christ's teaching about God, He never argued for
the existence of Cod but assumed It. He taught men about God,
His relationship to man as Father, and finally, His place in
relationship to man as Lord. He addressed Him as God, Father,
and Lord*
The Creek word Thcos explains God as the "One implored,
or One to whom sacrifice is given."7 But the word God is
originally very abstract and difficult of explanation. When
an attempt is made to analyze God, He is lost.
Jesus Christ made one explicit declaration about God.
Ia His conversation with the Samaritan Woman, He said, "God
is Spirit."8 In these few words, He revealed God as One who
has personality and the nature of this personality is Spirit.
What is meant by the term personality? According to
Field, it means "a living Being, possessing and exercising
the functions of a rational and intelligent nature . . �
some one, who can exercise volition, intelligence, approval
or dlaapproval."7
The word Spirit comes from a Greek term Pneuma which
means a breathing forth and signifies the possession of
\, Campbell Morgan, The Teaching of Christ (New Yorki
Fleming H. Revell Company, n.d.), p. 21.
8
John M2ij..
9BcnJamin Field, The Student's Handbook of Christian
Theology (Pennsylvania: Fountain Press, 1952), p. 10.
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life,10 God la a conscious being and knowable to man. It is
possible for a man to have a relationship with God.
Furthermore, the Scriptures teach God as omnipresent
(Ps. 33 � 13, lit! Pe. 139171 Jer. 23:23, 2kt Acts 17i28),
omnipotent (Jer. 10:12, 13; Jer. 32:17| Ps. 115:3; Matt.
19t26), omniscient (Ps. 139 12-6, HtfiS; lea. 1*1:23* 1*2:9;
Esek. ll:5l Sph� 111*., 5), *i�� (Job 12:13; Pa. 10l*.i2l*.| Prov.
3tl9; Dan. 2i20t Rom. 11:331 I Cor. I13O; I Tim. 1:17), good
(Gen. H31| Kxod. 33*19* 3M6; Pa. 23:6; Isa. 6$37| Luke
12:6; Rom. 2:1*., 22:22), holy (Exod. 15 1 11 1 Isa. 6t3l Pa.
93�5l John 171231 I Pet. Itl3; Rot. i*�8), loving (I John
1*:16, 19; John 17 � 26 ) , just and righteous (Ps. 19:9; Ps.
Setlfei Isa. 1*5:21), true (Ps. 11*6:1*.; John U*.:6# 17H7; .<om.
1:2$), and gracious (Rom. 5:2). 11
In addition to the meaning of the word God, the word
Father means "a nourisher, a succourer, one who cares for,"12
and signifies a close relationship between God and man. The
ideals of parenthood are Involved In this term and it
expresses the highest relationship of love between God and
man in terms of the intimate fellowship between parents and
children, God loves man, knows his needs and cares for him
Mllllllll. IHIMII I IB.IHIII-I III ,1 I
*�H. Orton Wiley, Christian Theology Vol. I (Kansas
City: Beacon Hill Press, 1953 )> P. 330.
nibid.. pp. 3Wi-392j Field, op. clt., pp, 82-85.
^Morgan, oj�. clt.. p. 23,
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under all elreumstancea. The Saripturaa assure this concept
of God among Christiana : "Your heavenly Father Jmoweth that
ye have need of all these things j"1-3 "My Father worketh even
until now, and I work; "Therefore doth the Fattier love
Me, because I lay down my life.*1''
The Hebrew word Jehovah was Interpreted by God Himself
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to Moses as "I am" or "I em that I am. These words indi
cate the presence of God throughout the process of human
history* It also promises the personal faithfulness of God
to His people. It brings Him to the plane of spiritual
relationship* made known only through supernatural revelation.
It lays special emphasis upon the historical process of
revelation as it was climaxed In the fulfillment of His
Messianic promise. In Jesus Christ, Cod was fully revealed,
In the fullness of time, and the written word of God became
the personal word of God embodying the Law of Love. Briefly,
the word Lord, then, means that He always can become whatever
la necessary to the needs of His people, in the process of
His dealings with them. His guiding hand must be clearly
realised in human history toy His people as they walk close
to Him.17
Matthew 6:8. 32. �*. 5,17.
^John 10:17. l6Sxodus 3:11*.
17
'Wiley, 0�. clt.. pp. 2kk~2k5 .
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In conclusion, concerning Christ's teaching about God,
it must ba said that Ha taught that God is Spirit. As Father He
knows the needs of His people, and cares for them with abun
dant love and mercy. He Is the Lord who reveals Himself to
man in human history* Above all, His final teaching concern
ing God was Himself. Indeed, God became flesh and was
revealed fully in Jesus Christ. Jesus the Son of God swept
away the veil of mystery concerning God and made it possible
for every one who desires sincerely to know Him, to see Him
face to face in spirit. Thus, His chief aim was to bring
people to a personal knowledge of this wonderful God and
bring them into the joy of a personal fellowship with Him.
This was the heart of Jesus* teaching about God. It is
impossible for man to love the God whom he regards with
terror instead of godly fear, ihe love of God only can win
the love of man. Therefore, the love of God is the basic
principle of Christian education and this love distinguishes
Christianity from all other religions. The God of Jesus
alone la able to bring every believer up to his highest Ideals
and to help him achieve the highest standard of human life
18
which is Love and Holiness.
Summary. The existing religions in Korea such as
polytheism, Confucianism, and Buddhism, all fell short of
'Morgan, op. clt., pp. 17-28,
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meeting the spiritual needs of the people. Their belief In
Hananlm as the only controlling power, above all other
deities, led them to accept, with Buch phenomenal readiness,
Christianity which is -monotheistic. There are some similar
ities in the Korean conoept of God and the Christian idea of
Cod, as has already been explained. Therefore, when Christ
ianity presented Cod as Spirit In His nature, and a Loving
Father in His relatlonahip to man, and as Lord to meet the
needs of weakness, temptations, sorrows, fears, and struggles
with the evils of life, the Koreans accepted the new religion
readily. They were deeply impressed by the love of God be
cause their god was distant and they served him through fear.
It is true that the God of Christianity alone Is able to
answer the questions and meet the problems of humanity. All
other oonoepta of God In the world bring no better condition
for man and constitute "a hollowjcruel mockery or a cold,
distant abstraction."19 Therefore, someone said:
Sin-burdened souls under the pagan system at their
best have cried with Moses, "I exceedingly fear and
quake, but we are come unto Mt, Zion and unto the city of
the living God, the heavenly Jerusalem,�and to Jesus the
mediator of the new covenant, and to the blood of sprink
ling that speakcth better things than that of Abel .
19und*rwood, 0�. clt., p, 2h$,
20Ibid., p. 262,
CHAPTER III
TUB CHRISTIAN CONCEPT OP MAN
I. HUMAN NATURE
In Christian education, the nature of Qod and of man,
basic to Christianity, must first be posited. Having discussed
the nature of Ood, we now raise the question, what is the
Christian view of man?
Human nature is variously studied in terms of psychology,
sociology, and religion,
Ylewe Of psychologic ts � Secular psychologists present
the nature of the human being from the stand-point of the
organic functions of man, such as breathing, the beating of
the heart and the functioning of glands, nervous system, and
reflexes. They stress the importance of good health in
character development and give first consideration to the con
trol of the body because they believe that life is expressed
through physical organic systems. They think that if the
glands and organs function properly, life will be happy.
The Christian educator realises that there Is a
definite relationship between the proper functioning of the
physical and ability to concentrate and respond to religious
teachings. Therefore special care must be given to building
up mental attitudes and strong bodies. It has been wisely
19
said,
. . . But how littla care is taken to build up strong,
healthy, nerves. Parents think nothing of dragging a young
child through stores on bargain days until he is wearied,
hot, frightened, and poisoned with bad air. A little one
Is often seen tied Into his carriage on the street. Sud
denly waking in such strange surroundings, or otherwise
frightened, ha starts up with a terrified cry. Ho one
comes, except perhaps passing strangers, and he feels
himself a helpless prisoner, threatened with all manner
of unknown dangers. Similar situations ocour in the
home. Is It not evident that one such experience may
unstring the nerves and spoil the disposition and fine
balance for life. Very often stories are told that
people the world, especially the night time, with goblins
and other enemies; and to this is sometimes added the idea
of an angry God, and a future of torment . These things
tend to unstring the finely balanced, delicate nerve
system, on which the disposition, conduct and character
depend. 1
However, Christians are not secularists. The secular
view ef psychology appears in five basic categories in the
physical realm. These will be observed in order.
According to behaviorism, human nature is defined as
conduct, itself. In other words, it assumes that human
nature is what huraan beings do, rather than the deeper motives
for the overt action. Behavlorlsts are mainly interested in
studying the responses in action to an environmental stimuli.
Thus they are concerned only In learning how the person be
haves and they stop short of motivation except on the basis
of physical stimuli.
AA. J. William Myers, What is Religious Education?
(London; National Sunday School Union, n.d.), p. 25.
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Instinct psychology holds that the unlearned responses
of man, such as flight front a dangerous object, are rooted In
the nature of human beings and cannot be easily controlled*
A person may be aware of what he is doing by instinct, even
when he does not realise why he does it. Thus the Instincts
are deeply rooted and grounded in human nature. Instinct
psychologists hold that the8e instincts must be guided and
controlled by the help of reason and habit*
Inheritance psychology declares that the nature of
each person is formed by a compound of Inherited characters
through family, sex, and race. Therefore, they carefully
learn the background elements for each Individual and attempt
to help him develop his nature according to hi a Inherited
traits.
Functional psychology lays stress upon survival values
and considers human nature to be the sum of tendencies which
have survival values to help the individual get on in the
world. In this psychology, the human mechanism is viewed
from the standpoint of two distinctive nervous systems. The
function of the one is to attend to the business of foodget-
ting and digestion; while that of the other is to aid the
organism in extending the prooess of its adaptation to
environment through reflection upon past experiences and
their results, which will modify spontaneous actions or
impulses to the advantage of the organism* The strongest
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impulse* to action proceed from the first and lover system,
but the second Judges and acts as a guide. The most urgent
source of conduct is found in the prompting of the first
ner-rous system, and balance and guidance must be nrovided
through the second. Hence, the psychologist tries to recog
nise the significance of the higher nervous system and its
importance, and to train it to insist intelligently and
firmly In guiding the lower nervous system.
Finally, there is the new psychology. The two
peculiar points of this psychology are as follows: The non-
rational or unconscious fundamental activities of the mind
of man and complexes. By complexes, it is meant that exper
iences grow up around a given Instinct. Each time the
instinct expresses itself, the pleasentnaea or unpleasantness
of the experience which follows forms a complex. Great care
must be exercised in the formation of complexes to prevent an
unbalanced distribution of psychic energy.
Thus far, all these types of psychology are In agree
ment that the roots of human nature extend down Into the
physical organism and tend to picture human nature as growing
out of physiological functions.
Myer gives the following critical summary of the above
views of psychologists:
There are those who claim that behaviour is the result
of cell or bio-chemical activity. To the consciousness�
the highest and noblest thoughts and purposes�are nro-
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duced by material processes. All the beauty of child
life becomes little more than cell reproduction. Heart
breaking human sorrow is almost identical with the
secretion of salt water by the glands of the eyes. The
heights and depths of human love are the by-product of
physical activity, particularly of the sex glands. It
seems preferable and more logical, to say the least, to
explain the lower by the higher, and not vice versa,2
The influence of these physical functioninga upon the
formation of personality is important. Education does have
to do with the unlearned tendencies in human nature but
Christian education deals with the soul of man, his spiritual
nature, as well.
Views of sociologists. The sociologist views human
nature from two different angles . The first is human nature
conceived as a social product. This means that human nature
is the resultant of many environmental influences including
parents, friends, associates, and teachers. This view is
contrary to the view of physical inheritance and holds that a
man's nature mainly consists of social factors.
The other places emphasis upon the unrealized potenti
alities of human nature. To them human nature is not something
ready-made but that which is full of capabilities. Therefore,
they place teachability of the nature of man as the outstand
ing human trait. It admits that the physical structure of
man is largely determined by inheritance. Moreover, It
2 Ibid., p. 26.
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assumes that even physical Inheritance can be modified by
proper care and feeding. A child is born with numerous future
possibilities and he usually is a candidate for the position
of an all round human being.
Herein lies the great value of education in human
nature. Sociologists generally hold that these human possi
bilities can be developed through contacts with persons, habits,
and modes of thinking of the group In which an Individual
spends his days.
Thus, the significant point in this sociological
theory Is that human nature is not fixed by heredity but Is
promoted by the habits and modes of thinking of the group in
which the individual finds himself. Hence, education, accord
ing to this theory, endeavours to build a good personality
from the nature of man by guiding him Into better contacts
and associations .
Psychology relates the action of man to hia biological
structure and thinks of human nature as something lying
behind actions} sociology combines actions with social con
tacts and thinks of the nature of man primarily in terms of
its future possibilities. However, sound psychology does
not deny the possibility of modification of human nature by
general experience in society. Sociolotjy also admits the
importance of biological conditions for success in social
eontaots. Both of them agree that education is possible and
2k
thla is the important factor for religious education.^
The Christian view of the nature of man, Jesus often
referred to Himself as Son of Man and thereby Identified
Himself with humanity as Son of God, but without sin. The
following verses from the Scriptures show how He was well
aware of the sinful nature of man: "He himself knew what was
in raan| "Jesus knowing in himself that his disciples
murmured at It, said to them; "5 "Jesus, knowing their
thoughts, said . . . hence, a study of His views concern
ing human nature will be given for an adequate understanding
of man and his educational needs.
According to Jesus' saying in St, Matthew, "If ye
then, being evil, know how to give good gifts unto your
children . . , Jesus taught human nature as evil but at
a
the same time, taught the possibility of a changed nature.
Now, this teaching of Jesus concerning the nature of
man will be further examined from the standpoint of the
Scriptures. The views of Christians based upon divine
3 ibid. , pp. 23-26, 5U-56; Earle Edward �mme. An
IntrodncHon to the Principles of Religious Education (Hew
York: The MaeMiTTIh Company, 1^30 ), PP. 27-ET.
kjohn 2:25. ^John 6:61, 6U.
6Matthew 9:1;. ^Matthew 7:2.
�G. Campbell Morgan, The Teaching of Christ (New York:
Fleming H. Hevcll Company, n*d. ), pp, 113*^X214-.
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revelation as found in the Scriptures are different from the
views of un-Christian psychologists and sociologists. It is
recorded in Genesis 2:k�35� that, after Ood had formed the
body of man from the earth, He breathed Into his nostrils
the breath of life and man became a living soul. Thus, In
the image of God, man was made a spiritual being and this
fact distinguishes him from the lower orders of creation, and
at the same time relates him Immediately to the spiritual
world.
The image of God Is here discussed In both the natural
and moral realms. The first may be summed up under the term
personality* Personality Involves Intellect, feeling, and
will. The term moral Image signifies a measure of righteous
ness in man* Thus, at creation, man was endowed with the
powers of personality, and in addition to this, he was also
,-lven a certain responsibility for the right use of the great
abilities he possesses in the natural Image of God. There
fore, man has the power of self-determination as well as the
responsibility for the right use of his free will.
Han who was created In the Image of God reflected the
holiness of God^ In perfect harmony of mind, feeling, and
will, but this beautiful harmony was lost in the fall of
Adam and Eve when man exercised his free will in disobedience.
Since the natural Image of God in man remains, man
possesses great capacities but he cannot help his tendency
26
toward evil because the moral Image of God was lost In tha
fall. Tha restoration of the perfect image of God in man
becomes only possible through the divine regenerating grace
of God.9 Man's inability to redeem and reinstate himself in
the relationship which he knew before disobedience necessitated
the coming of the Son of God to die upon the Cross.
Working theories . Based on the above views of
psychologists, sociologists, and Christians, the following
theories are formed for actual use In Religious Education;
(1) human nature has certain impulses, (2) native responses
can be modified, (3) the original impulses change from period
to period In the life cycle, (U) there are differences both
in ability and in opportunity among individuals, (5) man Is
unique because of his likeness to God, (6) human nature is
immortal, (7) human personality has power to choose between
good and evllj 10 His salvation demands spiritual rebirth
conditioned upon repentance and faith.
The great Importance of Christian education for human
nature arises from the fact that man lost his image of God in
the fall, and the restoration of the original nature of man
is only possible by the mercy and love of God through the
\. Orton Wiley, Christian Theology Vol. I (Kansas
City: Beacon Hill Press, 1953), PP- 16-11, 29-38.
*"�Emme, op. clt., pp. 59-63.
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atonement of Jesus Christ. Psychological and sociological
factors enter into the formation of personality following
birth and religions education must give the best attention to
these factors) but the applied principles of sociology and
psychology cannot bring man to his ultimate restoration to
perfect human nature.
II. WHAT CHRISTIAN EDUCATION PROPOSES FOR HUMAN NATURE
In Christian education as elsewhere, it is advisable
not only to try to understand the material with which one
works, but to know what Is to be done with it. In other
words, clear cut aims and methods are very Important In
religious education as in general education.
Ultimate aim. Through the past and present in the
history of Christianity, people have always had specific aims
in religious education. In the early days of Christianity,
paganism had to be combated and, in spite of the persecutions
of the Roman Empire, teachers taught diligently In order to
convert pagans to Christianity. During the reign of Constan
tino, there was the ecclesiastical aim of keeping the church
alive hence training its future leadership was the main
objective In religious education. The Reformation restored
the authority of the Word of God and this fact brought the
necessity for religious literacy. Prom the Reformation to
recent times, the teaching of the Bible has become the chief
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aim in Christian education. In tha nineteenth century, the
aim of teaching the Bible to accomplish evangelistic results
was emphasised. At present, the pupil-centered aim and
social aim are emphasized in religious education in large
areas of what is known as Christendom.11
The subsidiary aims of religious education are import
ant but they are entirely inadequate when they do not converge
In the central aim of evangelism, nurture, and Christian
service. Education is no substitute for the miracle of the
Mew Birth. The main purpose of Christian education must be
defined as "Pitting man to live In harmony with the perfect
will of Cod."12
Thus, the chief aim of religious education must be
always to guide each person to a definite clear-cut knowledge
of Christ aa his own personal Savior and to perfection in the
image of God, as it is revealed In Christ. Jesus said, "I ar
come that they might have life, and that they might have it
more abundantly."1^ This life begins in the regeneration of
man and results in the perfect harmony of man with the will
of Cod.
11George W. Flake, Purpose In Teaching Religion (Hew
York: The Abingdon Press, n.d.), pp. l^O-k-b.
12James D. f-furch, Christian Education and the Local
Church (Cincinnati: Standard Publishing Co., 191*3 )� p. 31-
^John 10:10.
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Immediate alma* Many things enter Into the realisation
of the ultimate aim of Christian education.
First, Christian education must seek to form right
Ideals in eaeh person. Most of the emotional longings and
resolutions of the will are determined by the kind of ideals
which govern men's minds.
Secondly, since man is weak and finds It difficult to
overcome his instinctive urges and evil environment, it is
very necessary to fix in him strong convictions. Squires
summarises the need, speaking of Jesus, "He dealt with life
In its entirety, not merely with the thought process of his
pupils. He nurtured the emotional life as well as the
intellectual life of his disciples."111
Thirdly, conversion experience must be first sought
above all other things. This is the all important factor In
religious education because conversion is the basis of human
capacity for true righteousness* Therefore, Jesus said, "But
seek ye first the kingdom of God, and his righteousness j and
all these things shall be added unto you,"1^ This is the
experience that changes man and society.
Fourthly, the alms of religious education must also
include. the right relationship of an Individual to his fellow-
A� Squires, The Pedagogy of Jesus in the Twilight




men as well as to God. Love towards one's neighbours was
expressed as the second commandment j "Thou shalt love thy
neighbour as thyself.'*16 This fact Is well expressed by
King j "Religion Is knit up with all human relations and
tendencies and strivings, inextricably involved in them all.
And we shall look for its glory not In majestic Isolation,
but rather In its ability to permeate and dominate all life."
Fifthly, ability to meet life's problems must be con
sidered as an Important phase of religious education. The
teaching of religion must be both material-centered and life-
centered.
Sixthly, an aim of religious education Is to help each
individual to grow In his Christian experience unto maturity.
Religious education must aim to guide them unto the goal of
Christian perfection and holiness, and positive instruction
must be slven along this line.
The final task of religious education is to train
people for service so that they can share what they have
found as the "pearl of great price"18 with others.
The alms of religious education are broad and far
reaching. These aims are very inclusive in their nature.
x
Mark 12:31.
Price, Jesus the Teacher (Haahvllle, Tennessee:
Convention Press, 1954)",' P� 3�, citing Henry C. King.
l8Matthew 13:1*6.
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They include all human nature aa well as all of human rela
tionships . Therefore, in summary, it will be said that
Christian education aims to make "a perfect man In society
through his perfect harmony with the will of God.19
The necessity of Christian education for human nature
arose from the fact of the fallen state of man and his
redemption.
19Price, op. clt . , p. iu>.
CHAPTER IV
REDEMPTION OP MAN
Following the fall of man, God, in His grace and
mercy promised him a Redeemer.1 If God had not loved His
creatures, He might have immediately abandoned man to His
punishment .
The great theme of salvation runs through the whole
Bible from Genesis to Revelation* Jesus Christ, the Son of
God, is the redeemer who was not only promised, but who came,
and In His atonement provided redemption for fallen man.
Redemption. In order to understand this plan of God's
salvation for man more fully, the word redemption should be
defined:
Redemption means to purchase back, to regain possession,
to rescue from captivity or bondage, to free from lia
bility to suffer or to be forfeited, by paying an
equivalent. 2
Man has lost the image of God by his wilful dis
obedience to the will of God. There was no other way to
reatore the original relationship between God and man than by
the death of Christ. Christ Himself taught that "the Son of
Genesis 3:15.
2J. A. Huffman, Redemption Completed (Indiana: The
Standard Press, n.d.), p. 32.
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man come to give Hia life a ransom, for many. The word
atonement in English signifies to he "at one" and it refers
to the death of Christ as the means by which the right
relationship between God and man is restored.^ Christ died
and rose from the dead as the generic man. He paid the
penalty of man's sin that man might live.
In this respect, Christianity is not merely a religion
or any kind of knowledge. It is life. Jesus Identified Him
self with this life saying, "I am the bread of life, "5 "I am
the resurrection and th� life."6 "I am the way, the truth,
and the life,"^ "I am come that they might have life, and
that they might have it more abundantly," "Except ye eat
the flesh of the Son of man, and drink hla blood, ye have no
life In you."' Hence, to be a Christian Is not merely to
know about Him but to have Him as life In the heart. That
means receiving a spiritually new life. Therefore, Jesus
said to Hicodcmus that "except a man be born again, he cannot
see the kingdom of God."10 St, Paul also taught that "If any
man be in Christ, he Is a new creature: old things are passed
�>Mark 10:45.
1+BenJamln Field, The Student's Handbook of Christian
Theology (Pa.: The Fountain Press, 1952), p. 160 .
^John 6:35. 6 John 11:25- 7 John 11*:6.
8 John 10:10. 9John 6:53. 10John 3:3.
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away; behold, all things are become new,"11
Therefore, the Initial task of the Christian teacher
is so to present Christ as Savior that he who is taught may
believe, accept, and pass from death to life, Wo other
system of nurture can awaken him spiritually to a new life.
Only the power of Cod through the merits of a Redeemer can
impart this spiritual life to man. This "born again" exper
ience alone is the basis for spiritual life which Christ
gives to man and until he Is born again, there is no possi
bility of growth spiritually. The new birth is properly
defined by Wesley as follows:
The new birth Is that great change which God works in
the soul when He brings It Into life; when he raises it
from the death of sin to the life of righteousness. It
is the change wrought in the whole soul by the almighty
Spirit of God, when it Is created anew in Christ Jesus;
when it Is renewed after the Image of Cod in righteous
ness and true holiness,12
Thus, this vital experience of the new birth implies
the completeness of the transformation from the old self Into
the new creature. How then is this experience attainable?
There is a profound element of mystery In It as Jesus described
it: "The wind bloweth where It llsteth, and thou hearest the
sound thereof but canst not tell whence It cometh, and whither
it goeth: so is every one that Is born of the Spirit. nl3 And
'2 Corinthians 5 = 17.
;Fleld, op.. c_it., p. 216. 13John 3:8.
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yet, this experience is & fact and man knows when Tod saves
hia from sin and wretchedness � "The Spirit itself heareth
witness with our spirit, that we are the children of God."1^
It is often questioned "What must I do to be saved?"1^
Tha task for the Christian educator is to teach the inquirer
what to do to be saved and how to prepare himself to receive
this new spiritual life.
Repentance. Repentance Is the first step in the
process of regeneration. The necessity for repentance arises
from the sinful nature of man himself and his consequent sins.
Therefore* the message of John the Baptist and of Jesus were
appeals to man to repent in order to be saved,
� Wesley
meant by repentance "a conviction of sin, producing real
desires and sincere resolutions of amendment ,"17 An essential
element In repentance is a deep and heart felt sorrow for sin.
God cannot forgive sin until it is confessed to Him; "If we
confess our sins, he is faithful and Just to forgive us our
18
sins, and to cleanse us from all unrighteousness ."
Palth. This heart-felt repentance leads Immediately
Romans 8:15. X5Acts 16:30.
l6Matthew 3:8, 2; i+:X7-
170rton II. Wiley, Christian Theolopsr {Kansas City:
Beacon Hill Press, 1953)* P. 359,
l8l John 1:9.
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to saving faith. Repentance is a prerequisite to faith.
"Repent ye, and believe the gospel."19 Thus, the conditions
of salvation, repentance toward God and faith in the Lord
Jesus Christ are always conjoined. Saving faith is an
absolute trust in Christ and by faith a man receives Christ
as his personal Redeemer. Wesley defines faith as "a divine
evidence and conviction not only that 'Cod was In Christ,
reconciling the world unto himself,1 but also that Christ
20
loved men, and gave Himself for me,"
Justification. Following repentance and the excroise
of faith on the part of men, Cod forgives his sins. This is
the work of Cod conditioned upon repentance and faith. For
giveness or remission of sins is often used synonymously with
the theological term justification. Wesley gives the defini
tion of justification as follows:
The plain, scriptural notion of justification is
pardon, the forgiveness of sins. It is the act of Tod
the Father, whereby, for the sake of the propitiation
made by the blood of His Son, he showeth forth His
righteousness by the remission of the sins that are
past. 21
Adoption. Not only does Cod forgive sins but also
19Mark 1:15.
20w*iley, o�. clt.. p. 368.
21Pield, o�. clt., p. 197.
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gives wan � right to boa cane the son of Ood by legal adoption
as recorded in the 8oripture j "ye have received the Spirit of
adoption, whereby we cry, Abba, Father."22 "Having pre
destinated us unto the adoption of children by Jesus Christ
to himself, according to the good pleasure of his will,"23
Adoption is an act of God's free grace and following forgive
ness of sins, man becomes the son of God, The special
privileges belonging to this state are,
Freedom from a servile spirit (Rom. 8:15; Gal, k:7);
the guidance of the Holy Ghost (Rom, 8:14); filial con
fidence in God (Rom. 8:15; Gal. t|.:6)5 a propriety in all
He has and Is (1 Cor. 3:21-23)? and a right and title to
eternal life (Rom. 8:17? Gal. 4'7; 1 John 3:2). 2k
Christian perfection. The whole plan of God's wonder
ful salvation does not stop at the experience of the new
birth wherein his sins are forgiven and special ri -ht to be
come His son is given, but it Is His will to cleanse man from
all his unrighteousness2^ in order that he may bear the fruit
of the Spirit which is love, Joy, peace, long-suffering, kind
ness, goodness, faithfulness, meekness, and self-control.26
St. Paul described this experience as "the Crucifixion of our
old man."27 This Is the experience of dying completely to
22Homans 8:15. 2^Epheeians 1:5.
2^Field, 0�. clt., p. 208.
27t
2^1 John 1:9. 26Galatians 2:20,
Romans 6:6.
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oneself and living fully In God's holiness s "It Is no longer
I that live, but Christ that liveth In me. Christ, not I, is
tha Master of ay life. Proa henceforth all that is done must
be done with His approval."28 Complete obedience and entire
dedication out of pure love in the heart of man are essential
to this experience. Wesley again gives the proper definition
of this experience:
Loving Cod with all our heart, mind, soul, and
strength. This Implies that no wrong temper, none con
trary to love, remains In the soul; and that all the
thoughts, words, and actions are governed by pure love.2"
This change cannot be brought about by Christian
education or example, but only by the act of the Holy Spirit.
The Spirit ofGod alone Is the progenitor of the new creation.
The Christian teacher Is like a gardener and works with God. 3�
All he can do Is to serve as an instrument through which God
Is enabled to accomplish what He alone can do.
Therefore, Jesus said, "except one be born of water
and the Spirit, he cannot enter into the Kingdom of God . . ,
and that which is bom of the Spirit is Spirit."-31
Galatians 2:20.
^Pleld, o�. clt.. p. 225.
B, Eavey, Principles of Teaching for Christian
Teachers {Michigan: Zondervan PuETlshing House, 19lj.O p.' 10.
3�'�John 3:5-6.
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In conclusion, then. It must be stressed that the
restoration of man's spiritual life Is only possible through
his vital experience of the new birth and entire sanctiflca*
tlon in Christ by the work of the Holy Spirit. As the Spirit
of Cod dwells in the heart of man, man's acts are motivated




Christian education la not an esoterlo field of study.
After presentation of the Christian doctrines of God and His
relation to man* Christian education shows how changed lives
affect society. A good society is a by-product of godliness
in persons. Christian society should be different frost pagan
or heathen society.
In order to apply Christian education properly to the
needs of Korea, the problems of that land are Investigated
under two main divisions.
First, today's Korea is a divided country. From this
tragic fact many problems arise. Among them, the unbalanced
economic condition, over-population of refugees in certain
areas and spiritual uneasiness due to the separation of dis
placed families and relatives. The unification of .orea la
of extreme importance to the Koreans but how can it be
accomplished? In so far as this problem is Involved in the
matter of world peace, its solution becomes not at all easy.
A true peace In a unified Korea can not come like a dream,
without effort. It will require continuous suffering,
patience and a self-sacrificing spirit on the part of every
one who has a right to live in Korea, Herein lies the need
for a Christian educator to emphasize the Christian virtues
love, patience, honesty, light in the darkness, unselfishness,
and eternal hope for the future.
The other problem is due to the new idea of democracy.
Following World War II, Korea was piven her freedom and
independence from Japan, The new idea of democracy which
followed independence was welcomed by the people who were
rejoicing In the recovery of national freedom. Soon they
began to find that responsibility accompanies true freedom
and also that there is great danger when freedom is abused.
This new sense of freedom without recognition of responsibil
ity has resulted in great confusion, particularly among the
youth. Moreover the conflict between the new idea of
democracy and the old feudal la tic Confucianism has disrupted
the order of Korean society. Leaders have been so preoccupied
with "freedom from what," that they have not taught nor sought
the "freedom for what," Freedom without responsibility brings
self-indulgence and results In social confusion. Therefore,
moral education must be stressed more than it has ever been*
The principle of liberty in democracy was the result
of a revolutionary movement in the eighteenth oentury by which
the Individual citizen won many rights. He gained the right
to freedom of thought and action according to his ability in
political, economic, and social life. Previous to this,
western society had been organized on the basis of arbitrary
authority. Hence, to the mind of Its founders and of the
k2
generations that directly followed, democracy stood, first of
all, for liberty. Its establishment signified that the
individual had obtained the right to freedom of speech and a
voloe In the government, the right to liberty of conscience
and of religious faith and worship; the right to choose his
own occupation and to seek therein the means of support and
happiness j the right to work and see the products of his
labor in free competition with others.1 Thus, In the
eighteenth century, people were absorbed in problems of
liberty. However, democracy without theocracy cannot produce
true liberty. Man is finite and imperfect in judgment* He
knows not the truth except as Christ directs his thinking;
"And ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you
free."2
Generally the thought of today places stress more upon
equality and freedom than upon love, unselfishness, a sacri
ficial spirit and responsibility. Kqual opportunity Is enjoyed
truly In a kingdom where God is the supreme ruler and author
ity. Prom this fundamental equality springs the moral and
spiritual right of every man to experience a relationship with
God in knowing Him as Saviour and Lord. In the Kingdom of God
,ienry Wilkes Wright, The Moral Standards of Democracy
(New York: D. Apple ton and Company, '1925 )t P� 1577 156.
2John 8:32.
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alone, man finds peace for himself and righteousness in deal
ing with his fellowman. Throughout generations, selfish men
have dominated and controlled, the welfare of the people
being secondary.
Moreover, the principle of fraternity may not
Involve the Christian principle of true love towards others
because of the selfish nature of man in his sins. Love that
Christ puts into the regenerated heart of man alone makes
pure love towards others possible.
A democratic government itself without Christ cannot
truly carry out the principles heralded In the French Revolu
tion. Democracy falls to set up an ideal government on the
earth despite its high goals. The government of the United
States of America is a republic rather than a democracy-
While it embodies many democratic ideals, It still seeks
answers to the race problem and that of the underprlviledged.
Thus, while throughout human history many honest men in every
nation have done their best to erect a satisfactory govern
ment, they have failed to the extent that it la not truly
Christian,
Ultimate adjustments are not known to any one person,
for there Is an absence of proper standards of life which
make for an ideal government. Herein is an opportunity for
the Christian educator to present the full gospel which Is
Christ's plan for the building of His Kingdom on the earth.
kk
"Blessed is the nation whose God is Jehovah."3
What did Ghrlst mean by the term, Kingdom of God?
What is the nature of this vingdom? What are the ideals
Jesus presents for Its foundation?
Ps. 33:12.
CHAPTER 71
THE KINGDOM OP GOD
The Kingdom of God was the ultimate goal In the
ministry of Jesus Christ and He uses the term frequently In
His teachings. The phrase is recorded forty seven times in
St. Matthew, thirty-one times In St. Luke, thirteen times In
Mark, and five times In St. John. Furthermore, out of the
twenty-nine parables recorded In the New Testament, seventeen
of them definitely mention the Kingdom of God.1
Morgan interprets the kingdom of God as rule, realm,
and result; and the phrase, "of heaven," as the place of the
supreme manifestation of Cod. Therefore, when Christ taught
His disciples to pray for the coming of His Kingdom, "as in
heaven, so on earth,"2 He meant the establishment of the
heavenly order in the world as the pattern of the true Kingdom
In which the laws of heaven are observed.3
By the Kingdom, Jesus did not mean a merely political
and materialistic rule as the term meant to people In those
days. The nature of His Kingdom was altogether different.
0. Campbell Morgan, The Teaching of Christ (New York:
Fleming I. Revell Company, lTO), PP. 200, 20X
Matthew 6:9-10.
^Morgan, Q�. clt. , pp. 199-210.
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Jesus meant that the new Jerusalem to be established on earth
would be regulated and ruled in accordance with the righteous
ness of God . Properly defined it is spiritual. Therefore,
Jesus said to Hicodemus, "Verily, verily, I say unto thee,
except a man be born again he cannot see the kingdom of God�"k
Thus, Jesus never thought of the Kingdom as ultimately a
world within a world. He expected that the Kingdom in its
fullness would come to the world. St. Paul gives a condensed
summary of the definition of the Kingdom of God as follows;
�the kingdom of God is not meat and drink; but, righteousness,
and peace, and joy in the Holy Ghost . Thus, the Kingdom of
God, Jesus defines as a society which is confirmed by the
position whloh the Kingdom, as the ideal, occupies In relation
to the world and the social order. Then, what are the ideals
or laws of Heaven whloh Jesus sets for His spiritual kingdom
on earth?
Ideals for the Kingdom of God. First, Jesus considered
man of supreme value and placed the emphasis of His teaching
upon the inner quality of the personality of each Individual.
He said, "The sabbath was made for man, and not man for the
sabbath."6 By this He meant that human need is far more
important than ceremonial law or tradition. On the other
kjohn 3:3* 'Romans 14:17. ^Mark 2:27.
hand, H� stressed that the condition of the inner man is of
greater Importance than temporal need and He sought to trans
form the spiritual life of the Individual and enrieh it
according to the principles of His heavenly character so that
the fruits of Holy Spirit could be expressed from within.
Therefore He taught the multitudes on the mountain to be "poor
in spirit," to see blessing in affliction, to be meek In their
relation toward their fellowmen, to hunger and thirst for
righteousness, to be merciful to the others, to be pure in
heart, to be eager to make peace among men, and to endure
persecution.''' He also said, "Hot that which goes Into the
mouth def ileth a man; but that which comes out of the mouth,
this defileth a man,"8 Therefore the first thing to do to
build the Kingdom of Gtod on earth is to see that the lives of
Individuals are changed from the old. Inherited nature to that
of a new man by the miraculous work of the Holy Spirit. This
basic principle Is often Ignored In attempts to reform
society. When Individuals are thoroughly changed, there
comes into existence a component of the spiritual kingdom on
earth. The gospel is not one of social Improvement but one
of spiritual redemption.
Secondly, Jesus stressed the idea of the brotherhood
of men for the establishment of the Kingdom of fiod on the
^Matthew 5 i 1-16 Matthew fJ.U.
U8
earth. This Idea stands out in the Scriptures and some of
the examples are as follows; "Behold my mother and brethren.
For whosoever shall do the will of my Father which Is in
heaven, the same is my brother, and sister, and mother. "^
"But as many as received him, to them gave he power to become
the sons of Ood, even to them -that believe on his name."10
Thus, the true realisation of tills brotherhood and Fatherhood
Is based upon the condition of the New Birth. Before this
vital experience takes place in the heart of men, they are
not spiritually the children of Ood. Therefore, Jesus called
them a "generation of vipers"11 and said, "Ye are of your
father the devil."12
Thirdly, the idea of service was exemplified in Jesus
Christ. His earthly mission included a ministry of service
to humanity and He constantly emphasized such service.
"Whosoever will be great among you, let him be your minister;
and whosoever will be chief among you, let hire be your ser
vant."13 St. Paul also stressed this point in his letter to
the Corinthians and said, "Let no on� be forever seeking his
own good, but let each seek that of his fellow men."1^ Thus
the call to disclpleship was a call to service. In the King-
Matthew 12i 1*9-50. 10John 1:12.
""Matthew 3*7. 12John 8:44.
"^Matthew 20:20-28. Corinthians 10:24.
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dom of God, there could be no joy and satisfaction In being
merely a selfish recipient, Joy comes with serving and
loving others. This very Idea was exemplified In the teach
ing of Jesus. No greater lesson of humble service was ever
given than that of Christ going about with a towel washing
the feet of his disciples.1^
Fourthly, obedience Is essential in the Kingdom of
Ood. It is described in Proverbs "As an ear-ring of gold, So
is a wise reprover upon an obedient ear,"16 Salvation became
possible because Christ was obedient even unto death.17
Love is, above all, the essence of the Kingdom of God
on earth. Therefore, Jesus taught His followers that the
first and greatest of the commandments was to love God and
one's neighbour as himself. Again He stressed, "This Is my
commandment, that ye love one another, St. Paul defines
this love sa follows: Love is patient and kind. Love knows
neither envy nor jealousy. Love Is not forward and self-
assertive � . . she finds no pleasure in injustice done to
others, but Joyfully rides with the truth.*7 This Is the
disinterested benevolence of God that every Individual can
possess In Jesus Christ. This kind of love Is not merely an





1 Corinthians 13 �4* 6.
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affection but truly the Inevitable result of the will to love.
Therefore, to regard Christian love aa just an affair of the
emotions and dependent upon the feelings Is a sad mistake.
Divine love distinguishes the Kingdom of Ood from all other
kingdoms. Herein lies the real difference between Christianity
and other social reforms. They may propose justice, honesty,
fraternity but they lack love, the dynamic force which saves
man from the narrow, selfish limits of his own small life. A
heart enriched and energised by the love of Ood is the hope
of society in the Kingdom of Ood. Are these Scriptural ideals
applicable to the problems of Korean society?
Do the Ideals of Jesus work today? Granting that these
principles are idealistic, some admit that they work in the
home but not in business and In the political world. Some
even try to maintain that they can not function in the home.
But the evangelical Christian believes that these Ideals with
the dynamic force of the Cross will work when given opportunity.
But they do not work automatically by the efforts of human
beings, but only by the help of Christ. Truth Is applicable to
every generation and every individual. Jesus himself lo the




THE CHRISTIAN WAY OP LIFE
Whan these Ideals of the Kingdom of God are properly
understood and deeply grounded in the hearts of men, they be-
oome concerned for the establishment of such a society In
their own country through the influence of Christ and they
press forward Into the field of service toward its achieve
ment. What are some of the things which earnest young people
who are well equipped spiritually, mentally, and physically
for Christian service, can do?
In society. The majority of the people In Korea are
farmers and labourers, and they are greatly underprivileged.
Thay have had but little opportunity for education and to
share in general culture. They are practically ignored
politically, socially, economically, and religiously because
they are, through no fault of their own, unprepared. This
Is one explanation for the wide difference In the living
standards of the people. The people who are especially
Interested In building the Christian way of life In their
soeiety, have a responsibility to do their best to help
these underprivileged people find a new and better way of
life in every sense. Love of God alone rules the mind of the
godly man and produces the rosiest values In life. Therefore,
the first concern of the Christian educator at Ewha Womans
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University is how to teach and guide the students to have
this love of God in their own hearts and share their privilege
with others. In these days, the majority of people are
self ishj wasting their education and talents by not investing
their lives for the good of others and society. How can the
Christian educator stimulate and motivate the student to open
her heart through compassion and pity for the betterment of
the poor and to recognize the great privilege of working for
the betterment of conditions among them? The students need
to be constantly challenged with the actual problems which
exist around them and also t� be encouraged to find the true
meaning of life in serving others. The self-sacrificing
spirit must be exalted and taught among them through a proper
approaeh in Christian education.
True Christianity can not thrive upon ignorance. The
Word of Ood which is the way, the truth, and the life,1 must
be diligently taught for them to grasp the way of salvation
and growth in grace under the guidance of the Holy Spirit.
Wherever real Christianity has been Introduced and accepted,
It has enlightened the ignorant minds of people with the true
light of divine truth. Christian students can go Into villages
during their vacation or in their employment following gradua
tion and diligently teach the underprivileged the truths of
John 14:6.
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God and represent in their own lives the true Ideals of the
Christian way of living as baaed on the principles of the
Kingdom of God in the Scripture. A great day dawns for the
uneducated when his naive and prejudiced mind is enabled to
grasp the truths of God and receive Christ as his own
percar.al Saviour. Herein is a great opportunity for the
Christian educator in Xorea. He must make a special effort
to encourage a self-sacrificing spirit among the students
which comes as the result of newness of life. Christian
students must bo challenged to find real joy and satisfaction
in serving the underprivileged. In order to carry on this
great task, they must be motivated by an overflowing love with
deep abiding compassion and burden for the poor and needy.
What can supply this dynamic motivation? The answer is in
Christ: "I am the vine, ye are the branches: He that abldeth
In me, and I in him, the same bringeth forth mueh fruit: for
without me ye can do nothing.
Today, Korea needs more spirit-filled people who are
dedicated to the common good and are willing to sacrifice com
fort and self for others.
In the home. The home Is the true unit of society and
the social life of a nation la largely determined by It. Con-
John I5i5.
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corning the important place of hcsa� in society, on� has said
that;
The home is the greatest influence in our national
life. Whatever may he done to make it better and more
attractive is a real contribution to the nation as well
as to the Individual. We are told that some of the
social, moral and spiritual problems of today are due in
a measure to the disappearance of the old home life. It
is our task to adjust the home to modern conditions so
that it will continue to hold our children, teach them
wholesome service. There never was a time when it was
more necessary to give serious attention to home-making.3
In all history there has been nothing which has so
exalted home relationships and elevated the home to Its
proper place among all Institutions as has Christianity.
Therefore, from the Scriptures, suggestions and guidance are
derived leading to a right relationship in the family.
Marriage cannot exclusively be devoted to the perpet
uation of family traditions, although family standards and
Ideals are Important. Marriage Is more than that. It takes
love and real human understanding to make marriage successful,
to make a house a home.
Jesus showed that marriage Is of divine origin and said
that "he who made them from the beginning male and female . . .
the two shall become one flesh. So that they are no more two,
but one flesh. H^ The same concept of marriage is also recorded
^J. A. Huffman , Building the Home Christian {Indiana:
The Standard Press, 1951)T P� xIfT/oTt"Ing from the writing of
the late Calvin Coolidge. 1
Matthew 19 s4.
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In Genesis j "This la now bone of my bones, and flesh of my
flesh: she shall be called Woman, because she was taken out
of Han . With Jesus, this Idea of oneness In marriage be
comes an actual union of complement Inn personalities on the
physical side and also a union In spirit that springs from
lore that is not merely a biological urt;e, but Is volitional
and moral. Therefore, wise parents will rear, discipline,
and train their children to be fitted for a standard of
marriage which will establish Christian Ideals In the Korean
home.
In regard to the absolute authority of the father and
the absolute subjection of the wife and child to his command,
special consideration must be given from the Christian view.
Absolute authority is in Cod only and no man can be the
object of worship* Herein lies the false idea of ancestor
worship in Korean history. There has to be authority In the
home, with respect and obedience. Although the family Is of
divine origin, It is a human relationship and no one can be
absolute in it in the sense of tyranny. An adequate family
system cannot be based upon any one member possessing an
assumed absolute authority. Love, mutual understanding, and
co-operation are basic. In order to bring about this prin
ciple of family relationship, the father must acquire a new
^Genes is 2:23.
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attitude toward* his family and govern them with love and
deep understanding! in this respect, the Scripture also
teaches, "Husbands, love your wives,"6 "provoke not your
children."7 The subjection of the wives to their husbands
out of love and respect is also demanded; "wives, be In sub
jection unto your own husbands, as unto the Lord."8 It also
requires the obedience of children to their parents? "Children,
obey your parents In all things, for this is well pleasing in
Q
the Lord,"' Thus, the true Christian family relationship Is
solely due to the love, understanding, and obedience which
are the fruits of the Spirit and this right relationship in
the family must be diligently sought In every Christian home.
The training of the children in the home 1b another
Important factor? here the child should be carefully environed
and faithfully disciplined, A modern writer has voiced the
solemn obligation of parenthood:
Children are brought into existence by their own
parents, without any choice of their own. Parents give
existence to that which will live as long as God lives.
There is no power beneath God*s throne that can remand
these little spirits back to nothingness should existence
prove a curse. It Is an unspeakably solemn thing to
bring into life an immortal creature that may become a
saint or a devil. It Is a tremendous thing to start a
life that will be forever growing In hapoiness or In
sorrow. There are no words to measure the wrong which
parenta Inflict upon a child when they make this immortal
ity a curse rather than a blessing. There is no power
'Col. 3:19, 7Epheslans 6:4.
lEphesians 5:22. 9Col. 3:20.
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given to any other eraature tinder heaven so great as that
Imparted to parenthood. 1�
Through the centuries many emphasized the Importance of
childhood, but Jesus evaluated It most highly and said that
"whosoever shall receive this little child In my name receiveth
me . . and again "to such belongeth the Kingdom of
heaven. ^ The training of children is very important in the
3erlptures I "Train up a child in the way he should go, and
even when he Is old, he will not depart from it."13 Training
here implies the bringing of the child to a knowledge of the
dynamic of grace, which alone can save from the downward trend
of unregenerated human nature, and give the upward trend of
righteousness.1^ It also means demanding obedience. Absolute
obedience is basic to the formation of character, however,
willing obedience and respect must be aroused through the
loving understanding of the parents. Love and understanding
nourishes a child always as a good member of society.
St. Paul gives a good summary of these attitudes toward
one another In the familyj "Children, obey your parents In
the Lord . . . Honor thy father and mother , * � And, ye
fathers, provoke not your children to wrath: but nurture
10 Ibid., p. 52, nLuke 9 $48.
12Hatthew 19:14. 13Proverbs 22:6,
Huffman, o�. clt., p. 57.
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thorn . , . "Let the husband render unto the wife her




CHRISTIAN EDUCATION�METHODS OP TEACHING
Christianity is the religion of spiritual experience
in the heart of man and his fruitful living In society. The
Word of God is the basic source material and It must be
taught as the foundational truth. In each generation, the
basic principles of the Christian faith have been by some
diligently taught, precept upon precept, in order to bring
about its abundant fruitage. Jesus, Himself, was also the
Croat Teacher of all generations and most of the ministry of
Jesus Christ was through the medium of teaching.
Teaching involves the pupil as the raw material, the
teacher as the worker, and the curriculum as the tool.
Therefore, if the teacher is to teach Christian education
effectively, she must understand the characteristics and
personality of the pupil as well as his needs, and she must
know how to use the curriculum properly in order to realize
the desired ends. Thus, the understanding of the pupil and
the appropriate method of approaching him become vitally
Important In Christian education and necessitate a study of
th& pupil and methods according to the age-groups .
James DePorest Murch, Christian Education and the
Local Church (Cincinnati: The Standard Publishing Company,
3OT7," p. 174*
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According to Mur-eh, the life of the developing person
is divided into the three periods: (1) childhood from birth
to eleven, (2} youth from twelve to twenty-four, (3) adult
hood from twenty-five to death. Childhood is divided into
four stages; (1) the nursery, up to three, (2) beginner, four
and five, (3) primary, from six to eight, (4) junior, from
nine to eleven. Youth falls into three stages; (1) tha inter
mediate from twelve to fourteen, (2) the senior from fifteen
to seventeen, (3) the young people from eighteen to twenty-
four. Adulthood covers three periods; (1) early manhood and
womanhood from twenty-five to thirty-four, (2) middle age,
from thirty-five to sixty-four, and (3) seniors, from sixty-
2
five to death.
I. THE NURSERY DEPARTMENT
The characteristics . This is the period of beginnings
of the mental and physical life and the child of this age
generally has slight endurance and is easily tired. The
teacher is abl* to keep their attention between three or four
minutes and hence, when she teaches these little ones, their
love of change and variety must be kept in mind.
Mentally, the toddler In the nursery department is




Socially, be Is extremely self-centered and his social
life is largely limited to his immediate family. This ego-
centered interest must be gradually widened to include others
through the teaching of Bible stories related to nature and
child life. A sense of security is very Important to the
child and It must be kept In the mind not to Interfere in any
way with what small child is doing without giving him warning.
This Is the proper age to ->resent Ood as the Father who loves
and cares for him.
Methods . The nursery child has almost no past exper
ience and he Is In the process of a voyage of discovery
through the use of his five senses. Therefore, there will be
very little actual Instruction to be given for the nursery
child but a great deal of apparatus is put within his reach,
such as sand-tray, models, pictures, etc. Moreover, story
telling, singing, and various actions, are effective.
II. THE BEGINNER DEPARTMENT
Characteristics . This period of life Is one of rapid
physical growth and a child of this age is very restless.
His senses are alert and eager. More physical activities are
required for the beginner than for the nursery child.
Mentally, the number of words in his vocabulary Is
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Increased from about 896 to l^l+O.3 The teacher la now able to
hold his attention for a period of up to ten minutes. He can
also memorize short verses and usually learns from repetition.
Socially, this Is the period of the imitation of acts
and hia morals are largely controlled by imitation. The
child of this age is still self-centered but begins to desire
companionship. He is also very sympathetic, trustful, and
easily aroused to love and sympathy for others.
This Is the most important period for a child to
establish habits of conduct. Murch says, "Years of effort
on the part of leaders In elementary Christian education have
fairly well determined how the church school may best meet
the religious needs of the Beginner
The aim of the curriculum for this age is suggested:
(1) to know Cod as the Heavenly Father, who loves the child
and protects him; (2) to know Jesus as the Son of God who is
the Friend of little children; (3) to distinguish between
right and wrong; ik) to give him opportunity to share his
love for Cod with others
Methods . The three most important items in the period
3John J. B. Morgan, Child Psychology (Hew York: Parrar
and RInehart, 19U2), p. 306.
^Murch, �p. clt., p. 28$.
^Ibld., p. 287,
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are worship, the recreation and the story.
The beginner la naturally worshipful and responds
quickly to proper guidance. At this age, the child wants to
thank Ood for his blessings and the attitude in prayer Is
nore important than at any other time or period. Bedtime and
mealtime prayers should be taught him so that he may carry
his worship Into his daily experience.
Because of the beginner's surplus energy, social pro
vision must be made In the Instruction period for organized
recreation. This may take the form of marching about the
room to music and the use of flngerplays and handwork.
In this department most of the teaching is done by
means of stories. They are Interested in pictures and some
times a whole lesson can be built up around a series of
pictures .
III. THE PRIMARY DEPARTMENT
Characteristics. At this age, the child Is extremely
active and the teacher observes that his tireless activity
is purposeful. This new quality Is very important in Christ
ian education because there Is now something that can be
directed and controlled. Through this new desire to achieve
a purpose, the child can learn his first lessons In patience
and perseverance.
He is also developing Imagination and his imitative
ability la vary strong. This new ability to Imagine himself
as being someone else, with his own trustfulness, tends to
create a deep sense of sympathy In the child. It is time to
arouse his interest In the work of missions and charity,
Sooially, the beginning of school life brings new
social contacts and he Is no longer the center of his own
universe. He seeks playmates of his own age. His growing
consciousness of himself as an individual in relation to
other individuals makes him aggresive and self-assertive.
This is also the age of awakening of the conscience and the
child Is often confronted with the question of right and
wrong.
This is the important period for forming concepts of
right and wrong for the child and he needs to know God as
Father and Friend�One who can be talked to freely, but always
with respect, and One who Is interested In child and glad
when he does right and sorry when he does wrong. The child
should realize God commands him just aa hla parents command
him and wants him to do what Is right.
Methods . Storytelling still has an Important place
In teaching at thia age, but the child Is old enough to under
take some simple Bible memory work, to ask questions, and to
work out the lesson story by dramatization or elementary hand
work.
IV. THE JUKIOH DEPARTMENT
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Characteristics . At this age the child Is gradually
passing from childhood Into boyhood or girlhood and going
through a period of rapid growth and development�physical,
mental, and social. At nine years of a^e the brain of child
grows to ninety percent of Its final weight.^ This growth
of personality is often accompanied by tension with Incon
sistency in the behaviour of ohlld. He develops a new self-
confidence and Independence, and becomes too venturesome and
undertakes tasks beyond his ability. Therefore, If adults
understand these two needs of the Junior child�-reasonable
freedom to experiment with the new powers of which he has
become conscious, and comfort or encouragement when he is
overwhelmed with disaster, or stricken with a sense of fail
ure�then they will be able to help him successfully through
this rather difficult period.
This is a great age for reading and the average vocab-
7
ularly for ages tan and eleven is 5,400 to 6,000 words.' This
is also the time to stress memorization. Reasoning powers
are increasing and tha child becomes very inquisitive. He Is
also beginning to show considerable constructional ability and
Harold C. Mason, Abiding Values In Christian Educa
tion (Fleming H. Revell Company, 1955 ) , P. 10E5,
7Ibid�
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on* of the groat touts of the effectiveness of a Christian
teacher with the Junior child is what she gets him to do.
This is the age to learn through doing. The child begins to
make his own decision and his sense of morality and of
justice are very strong and can be easily developed.
Socially, the sexes are repellent. The Junior child
worships heros and imitates persons rather than acts. At
this age, the spirit of co-operation is marked and the Junior
is Interested In team work or competitive activities. Juniors
also like to collect and hoard various things.
Needs . The sudden growth of physical, mental, and
social aptitudes In the life of the Junior child, brings many
problems to him and he needs special guidance spiritually.
The Christian teacher must present Jesus Christ as the ideal
of heroism to the Junior child and he should be given oppor
tunity to accept Jesus Christ as the Saviour and the Son of
Cod, He needs to know Him In all His power and majesty and
become His aetive follower.
Methods. Much of the Junior curriculum Is devoted to
Bible history and heroes. They should be encouraged to read
their Bible for themselves and get the Bible history from
their own study. The biographical study of patriarchs,
prophets, kings, Christ, and the apostles, and stories of
missionary heroes by the r.eans of the project method, dis-
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ousslon, dramatization, memorization of tha Scriptures, are
suggested, Tha use of workbooks during the class session is
also very good.
V. THE INTERMEDIATE DEPARTMENT
This Is normally the final stage in which rapid
physical growth occurs and the startling changes taking place
in the life of the intermediate child create many hard prob
lems. It is at this age that many children leave the
public school and also the church school. At this time of
crisis the best teachers and best methods of work are needed.
Therefore a study of the characteristics and the needs of the
Intermediate is of utmost Importance.
Characteristics . They are extremely restless because
of &eir unusual physical growth and this restlessness
results In an instability of mood. They are no longer
dependent children} but responsible persons with ambitions
and abilities of their own. While they are started on the
road to adulthood, they still have but limited knowledge and
skills. They are not, however, fully aware of these limita
tions and at the sane time possess unlimited desires,
enthusiasms and self-confidence.
Their mental development Is also rapid and complex.
He has arrived at the years of discretion and his critical
faculties are developing. Self-consciousness and awkwardness
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are especially apparent at this age.
Socially, they learn to get along with grown tips and
they become adept in pleasing their parents. They Intend to
learn to live in a world where it is important to get along
with people of thtir own age. They learn how to guide their
actions In view of what other boys and girls expect of them.
They gradually spend more amount of times with friends out-
of-door than with their families. They are hero worshippers.
Needs � The time of adolescence is one of storm and
stress. They must, therefore, have leadership to whom they
can go for help and counsel. They must be led to accept
Christ as Saviour in order that they may be helped to maintain
their emotional balance, inspired to worth-while ambitions,
encouraged to overcome obstacles, and led to an abiding
loyalty to the church.
Bible lessons should present Jesus as their example
and Saviour and lead them to appreciate their opportunities
for service. A deep interest in the Bible as the Word of
Sod, the revelation of Jesus Christ, and the story of how
brave men lived for Cod, is theirs. The teacher must help
the Intermediate to express his loyalty to Christ in service.
Methods . The project method, research courses, dis
cussion, group activities, and use of films trips, are
suggested. Pull use should be also made of diagrams, charts,
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pictures, notebooks, and devices to impress ideas.
VII. SENIORS AND YOUNG PEOPLE
In many respects Seniors are like the Young People
though they are not as fully developed Intellectually. The
Seniors desire the same things as Young People, and discuss
the same questions. The partial immaturity of the Seniors
justifies the maintenance of a separate department for them
in the church school but the programs are quite similar to
those of the Young People's department. Therefore, these
two departments are considered here under the same catagory.
Characteristics . The youth has most of the capacities
of the adult without the adult's maturity. This is tha age
Of independence and determination to choose a life mate, life-
character ideals, life-service vocations. He is no longer
satisfied to have others think or do for him. His social
instincts are very strong. Romance and sentiment are at their
height.
Religion is an extremely important area for teen-agers.
3oth in religious observances and in youth groups, they can
find In it a source of security. The time of youth demands
careful and intelligent grounding in the truth. The Christian
teacher should give to youth an intelligent grasp of the
origin and development of Christianity and its practical
bearing upon life. He needs to know God as a living factor
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In tnaaan history and in individual life. Thus ho can be
Inspired with a sense of his personal responsibility to know
and share God's purpose for mankind. He needs to be guided
in making personal life decisions and in social activities,
both religious and secular.
Methods . The Bible should continue to be the major
textbook and, in teaching the Bible, the historical, ethical,
and doctrinal elements found in God's Words must be stressed.
The conversational or discussion method is superior to
�11 others in dealing with them.
A wide variety of elective studies such as vocational
guidance, personal Christian living, Christian use of leisure
time, marriage and sex relations, religious leadership, and
international relations, may be offered.
Some kinds of expressions! activity are also very
Important, such as Christian Endeavour programs, missionary
projects, recreational guidance, and co-operative projects.
VIII. THE ADULT DEPARTMENT
adulthood covers the period of the sixty years of life
remaining to young people and more serious attention must be
given t* this period by the authorities in Christian educa
tion. If young people are the hope of the future, the adults
are the hope of the preeent .
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Early manhood and womanhood. This is the period of
new social and personal adjustments. It Is the time of young
parenthood and it Is important that Christian homes be main
tained.
The practical teachings of the Bible should be brought
to bear on the lives of these young adults vocationally, as
members of the community and of the church. The organization
of such classes as business and professional women, parent's
classes, and mother's classes, are also helpful for them.
The middle-aged. This is the period of maturity and
of burden-bearing. Their responsibilities include rearing
families, developing businesses, the other contributions to
be made to church and society. There are anxieties and
tensions In this busy time of life. Adults truly need to
live with the Bible for guidance and comfort.
Old-age . This is the period of fruitage, wisdom,
devotion to worthy causes, and also the time of disillusion
ment. Their sense of loneliness increases greatly. Hence,
they must be taught by a teacher who has a deep Christian
experience and great faith and understanding. They truly
need the Christian comfort of Bible teaching.
^urch, op., clt., d. 332,
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Methods . The Bible la the core of the adult curricu
lum. The study of Its separate books, topical research
studies la the whole Bible, and a wide range of Interpretive
study are suggested. The study of the "Life of Christ" Is
always popular as are "Studies In Acts," Studies In Christian
Living," aaoh of the Gospels and "The History of Israel."9
Thus far, the characteristics of people are studied
according to age-groups j their needs are investigated;
proper angles of approach to meet their various needs are
considered, end, finally, some methods of the teaching are
suggested for the students who are engaged in the voluntary
field of Christian education of the children, young people,
and adults.
7James Deforest Murch, Christian Education and the
Local Church (Cincinnati? The Standard Publishing Company ,
I9T0T, po. 146-150, 277-343? Marjorle E. A. Clark, Methods of
Teaching Religion to Children (London: National Society,
195b )� PP. 52-laO:""Rarold C. Mason, Abiding; Values in Christ
ian Education (Fleming H. Reveil Company J , pp . 106-129 i
^rniam W. Wittenberg, The Adolescent Years (New York: Har-
court. Brace and CompanyT"l^5 ) , op. 8T3T20, 470-432.
CHAPTER IX
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
The necessity for this study arose from a deep sense
of Inadequacy in the presentation of Christian education at
Ewha Woman* University.
An approach to the proper way of meeting the need was
developed first from the study of the traditional ideas of
Ood in Korea, examining the existing religions such as poly
theism, Confucianism, and Buddhism, and comparing these
various ideas of Ood with the teaching of Jesus.
Attention was then given to the views of psychology
and sociology, and finally these secular views were compared
with the Christian views of the nature of man. Then, the
ultimate and immediate alms of Christian education In rela
tion to the nature of man were studied with the necessity of
man's redemption through the blood of Jesus Christ because
of his sinful nature.
A regenerated society Is only possible through Jesus
Christ. Until His second coming He regenerates individuals
and a Christian educator can help Christian young people to
employ the fruits of the Spirit In improving conditions in
the society in which they live dally.
For this cause, some urgent social problems which
exist in Korea today were studied and the ideals of the King-
Ik
dom of Ood were set forth as goals of the Christian life on
earth* Finally, the presentation of the characteristics of
pupils and the proper methods to achieve the purposed goals
in Christian education, was attempted. It will be noted that
these emphases bear upon the curriculum at Ewha University
for freshmen, sophomores, juniors and seniors.
A deep concern and great burden for the regeneration
of each individual and elevation of society from the darkness
to light through the dedicated influence and efforts of
Christian university students, motivated this study.
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